
UX/ UI DESIGNER
LINDSAY KOVNAT

Summary
I am a UX/UI designer that brings over 10 years of animation, digital art, and empathetic design to the table. My creative

process includes strong problem-solving skills and human-centered design. I pioneered tech programs in middle and

high schools, introducing important current tools to underserved communities across a diverse range of cultures.

Through strong communication skills, the ability to differentiate, and constant iteration I ensure user's success in both the

education and tech spheres. 

Experience
Vendorspace Remote
UX Designer Mar 16
Empowering vendors to be stand out and be proactive while quickly finding events they want to work. Executing

wireframes employing techniques from The Five Day Sprint, a creative process that quickly takes a project from problem

to prototype and was devised by three design partners at Google Ventures.   Conducted holistic, qualitative interviews

while using quantitive data to discover vendor/event planner pain points in their process of finding each other.

 Researching market competitors and finding an MVP in a saturated marketplace.

The Bridge New York, NY
UI Designer | UX Consultant | Branding Dec 16
Improved a visual communication language for a mayoral campaign which promoted as well as gained exposure for the

candidate. Advised CEO on product feature and design decisions for an app designed from sketches to high fidelity

prototypes.

Park Slope Food Coop Brooklyn, NY
UX Designer Apr 16 to Present
Offering a painless option for shift  swapping on the go for a member  run food coop.   As a member, I recognized

problems with staffing and shift-swapping at this Brooklyn institution. My assumptions were validated and further

insights were derived from articulating the problem at a few general meetings where we listened to member's concerns.

Interviewed many willing members and used survey data in order to customize the app for member needs. 

Self Employed Philadelphia, PA & NY, NY
Motion Graphics | Interaction Design May 05 to Present
Infused an energetic expressive style into storyboarding, illustrating, and co-writing a print book to inspire children and

adults. Employing peers in conceptualizing collaboratively on animated music videos and motion graphics for various

clients. 

Koa New York, NY
UX Designer Oct 16 to Oct 16
We improved their position in the market by redesigning the multi-process search feature for data analysts resulting in

better usability. Engineered user-focused solutions through usability testing, research, affinity mapping, and information

architecture.

Digital Art Manager, Educator San Francisco, CA
San Francisco Unified School District & Philadelphia Aug 05 to May 15
Pioneered tech programs in schools for teens. Communicating to international students a variety design thinking,

technological processes, and skills. Created empathy focused cross-functional curriculum involving agile, iteration, and

user interface design.

Projects
General Assembly Aug 16 to Oct 16

Created high-level competitive analysis through user research, interviews, and data analysis.

Re-designed multiple mobile and responsive applications to improve overall user experiences. 

Created companion app for Nespresso improving brand/recycling transparency. 

Designed an onboarding feature involving a personalized newsfeed for WebMD to improve

growth and engagement. 

Design Challenges
Jet Hackathon · UX Designer/Researcher Apr 17
"Redesigning the Candidate Experience", a hackathon hosted by the UX Lab NYC Meetup and the Talent Experience

team at Jet.com. The focus of the event was a close look at what could be done to improve the job candidate

experience.

Philly CHI Design SLAM · UX/Strategic Design May 17
Collaborated with designers in Philadelphia to solve a local issue of trash accumulation around Spring Garden Avenue.

Contact

X New York, NY

á lindsaykovnat@gmail.com
½ lindsaykovnat.com
§ (267)241-6653

Education
General Assembly
Certificate UXDI 2016

Moore College of Art
Certification Art Education 2012

University of The Arts
BFA Animation 2005

Skills
Sketching Wireframes
Interactive Prototypes
Hi-fidelity Mockups
Logo Design
User Testing
Design Specs
Design QA
Asset Production
Contextual Inquiry
Competitive Analysis
Personas
Storyboarding
Video/Audio Production
Motion Graphics
Illustration
Graphic Design
CSS
HTML
Javascript

SOFTWARE

Sketch
Illustrator
Indesign
Invision
Marvel
Balsamiq
Keynote
Omnigraffle
Photoshop
Principle


